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Start  
dreaming  
again 
The benefits of sleep apnea 
treatment are truly remarkable. 
Getting a good night’s sleep gives 
you the energy to get back to doing 
the things you love. But one of  
the most inspiring things people  
tell us about starting CPAP is that 
they’re able to dream again.



Congratulations on  
taking an important  
step toward getting  
restful sleep. 
ResMed is the most widely-used and  
#1 mask brand preferred by patients1, 
and we’re excited to present the  
AirFit™ 20 series. 

With feedback from more than 350 
patients worldwide used to develop the 
AirFit 20 series2-5, you can feel confident 
that our most technologically advanced 
full face mask yet is also the right fit  
for you.



Ultimate comfort  
and performance
The AirFit F20™ features an InfinitySeal™  
cushion – the most adaptive we’ve ever  
designed – along with a soft and flexible frame 
that includes integrated padding. The result  
is a mask that comfortably moves with you  
and provides a reliable seal throughout the  
night, regardless of sleep position. 
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InfinitySeal™ cushion is proven to fit 97% of  
all faces.2–4  

Quick-release elbow makes it simple to disconnect  
from the mask tubing without removing the mask.

Plush headgear is specifically designed for extra  
softness and stability.

Soft and flexible frame sits underneath the eyes  
and adapts to different facial types, while its integrated 
padding provides added softness.

Magnetic clips guide the headgear to the frame  
quickly and easily.
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1 Combined responses of those expressing a preference in an independent patient survey in 
the UK, USA, France, Germany and Australia between April 10 to May 11, 2015. Visit ResMed.
com/MaskBrand. 2 ResMed AirFit F20 internal Australian fitting study of existing CPAP patients 
conducted between March–April 2016. 3 ResMed AirFit F20 internal USA fitting study of existing 
CPAP patients conducted April 2016. 4 ResMed AirFit F20 internal EU and APAC fitting study of 
existing CPAP patients conducted June 2016. 5 ResMed AirFit N20 internal international fitting 
study of new and existing CPAP patients, conducted Nov 2015.
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ResMed.com Follow ResMed on:

Sleep support  
tailored to you
• Register your mask

• Get reminders about part replacement

• Receive personalized treatment tips

Get started at  
ResMed.com/RegisterF20


